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How can I contribute to gender equity and the fight against gender-based violence in my own community?

Develop a project or presentation that will:

1. Identify a specific issue connected to gender equity and/or gender-based violence  
in your community (it is up to you and your teacher to define “your community”!)

2. Explain or demonstrate why it is a problem that matters to you

3. Explain or demonstrate some of the causes, both on micro and macro levels, connecting at least  
two different types of causal factors (economic, political, legal, social, cultural)

4. Explain or demonstrate its consequences for both individuals and communities

5. Suggest a possible way to make it better and develop a presentation  
or product that communicates this to an audience!

6. Provide necessary references

7. Share the product with that audience

Choose one of the following project types OR develop your own proposal and submit it to your teacher for review:

Performance
with artist statement

Multimedia product
with artist statement

Written product

Original song, rap, or spoken word  
with lyrics, artist’s statement,  
and references as needed.

Public Service Announcement (PSA)
with content outline and references

Letter to the editor, legislator  
or other public figure

One-act play with script  
and references as needed.

Graphic novel with references  
for data and historical information

Educational brochure

Artwork/graphic design  
with artist’s statement, visual analysis,
and references as needed

Research report for a legislative hearing 
to support new legislation

Teacher-approved student proposal: Teacher-approved student proposal: Teacher-approved student proposal:

Note: All final products will involve some form of written reflection, but they will vary with the form of product selected.


